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This charming bunkie embraces relaxed summer living 
with its rustic whitewashed interior and cozy furnishings.
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For those not familiar with  
this sweet yet evocative  

term, “a bunkie is someone’s personal sleeping cottage,” explains 
Jessica Kelly, a Toronto-based designer and the summer resident  
of this rustic-chic cabin. So while a bunkhouse lacks all the modern 
conveniences, such as a kitchen, bathroom and a walled-off bed-
room, this one has effortless white-on-white cottage style in abun-
dance and offers a serene hideaway for Jessica to relax, read, nap  
or hang out with guests. The property, located on an island in Stoney 
Lake, Ont., belongs to Jessica’s family. “My parents bought a boat-
house about 13 years ago, and it came with two bunkies,” she says. 
During the summer, her parents occupy the main building, her sister 
uses one of the bunkies and Jessica presides over this one.

Bunkie.

RIGHT Framed botanical prints are layered 
atop a whitewashed window to add depth 

to the pretty vignette over the custom sofa. 

DESIGN, Jessica Kelly Design, jessicakellydesign.
com; Oyster Bay 90YY 63/044 WALL PAINT, Dulux 
Paints; SOFA, Jessica Kelly Design; SOFA FABRIC, 
Designer Fabrics; COFFEE TABLE, The Olde Stan-

ton Store; SIDE TABLE (painted), Artemano; framed 
botanical PRINTS, HomeSense; patterned TOSS 

CUSHIONS, THROWS, Elte; vintage LADDER, 
Legacy Vintage Building Materials & Antiques.

BELOW Designer Jessica Kelly’s bunkhouse 
is one of three buildings on her family’s 

property. As part of its refurbishment, the 
exterior was painted a deep green shade.

Topsoil CC-692 EXTERIOR PAINT,  
Benjamin Moore.

THE FLOOR PLAN
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For the past two summers, Jessica spent weekends fixing up the 220-square-
foot space. “We finally put some work into it,” she says, as previous efforts had 
been dedicated to sprucing up the boathouse and the other bunkie. “When you’re 
updating a vacation home, it takes much longer because you’re not there all the 
time.” And since they’re on an island, everything had to be brought over by boat, 
which meant Jessica had to be judicious and confident about her choices. 

One thing that struck Jessica at the start of the design process was that the 
interior should be mostly white. “I thought, ‘This place deserves to be fresh and 
light.’” She created a pale and patinated envelope by whitewashing the original 
wood plank floors and painting the walls a soft green shade and the exposed ceiling 
rafters white. She also whitewashed the window she hung above the sofa to rein-
force the airy vibe. The other furnishings are a creative mix of custom, vintage and 
hand-me-down pieces. “There’s a fine line between rustic and rundown, but this 
place is definitely more rustic and cozy,” she says, “which I’m so happy with.”

TOP “It’s nice to open up the French doors and enjoy  
a cup of coffee on the sofa when the sun comes in,” 
says Jessica. The number “7” sign is actually a tray  
that she hung up for a fun touch.

Twig CHAIR, The Olde Stanton Store; wooden TRAY (used  
as sign), HomeSense.

ABOVE A cheerful mix of old and new contributes  
to the space’s summery, rustic vibe. The antique wash-
stand is quaint, covetable and totally practical in a 
bunkie, which doesn’t have a sink.  

TABLE LAMP, HomeSense; TROPHIES (used as vases),  
Love the Design; Style at Home Collection TOWELS, Sears.

LEFT White bedding adds to the bunkie’s fresh look, 
while the mirrored door conceals an electrical panel. 

BEDDING, TOSS CUSHIONS, Elte.
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“     This place 
deserves to be 

FRESH  
and LIGHT.”


